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Bel Canto Choir Autumn Concert

It has certainly been an exciting few months for Mexborough based chamber choir, Bel 
Canto. In December 2010, they invited David Barnard, a noted opera repetiteur and 
accompanist, to conduct their Christmas Concert as a guest. Ten months later, and still under 
the music mentorship of David, the choir have made impressive leaps forward in repertoire 
and concert appearances. Their upcoming Autumn concert is the next installment in the 
concert diary with two of the finest professional British voices joining them on the concert 
platform. 

In April 2011, they were invited to sing at the Sheffield Cathedral, in which they raised 
£1500 for a South Yorkshire charity performing the great choral anthems of Parry and 
Sullivan. They have now set out on a two year plan which includes appearances in the 
Buxton Fringe Festival in 2012, sectional days involving choral workshops with highly 
respected professionals including Pamela Cook MBE and Neil Taylor, as well as festival 
appearances around the region. Singing for charity remains one of the choirs principal 
concerns, with proceeds often donated to local groups. 

At their next concert in October, Bel Canto are joined by two of the leading opera stars of the  
international stage. Soprano, Sarah Fox, recently gained the public eye again with her 
appearances at the BBC’s prom of MGM musicals with the John Wilson Orchestra with 
whom she has also just completed a national tour. Sarah has sung principal roles with all of 
the main opera houses in the UK and Europe. She will be joined by baritone Roland Wood, 
who will be in the middle of a run as the ‘Count’ in The Marriage Of Figaro at English 
National Opera. They will perform the solos in Faure’s haunting Requiem Mass, and delight 
the audience with the music of Cole Porter, Flanders & Swann and Jerome Kern in the 
second, more lighter part of the evening.

This is indeed a rare opportunity to hear these two delightful singers, and to help support a 
local choir who are not only reaching out to the community through charity work, but also 
have a passion and real dedication to the music they perform. 

7:15pm, Saturday 15th October 2011
St Margaret’s Church, Swinton, South Yorkshire
Tickets £7 on the door, or in advance by calling 01709 582026.
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Bel Canto Choir
September 2011. 
http://www.belcantochoir.co.uk 

Roland Wood is managed by The Music Partnership, www.musicpartnership.co.uk 
Sarah Fox is managed by Stafford Law, www.stafford-law.com 
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